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LREL6325 
Electric Freestanding InstaView™ Range with Air Fry

Knock twice to see what’s cooking—
LG’s exclusive InstaView™ range with 
Air Fry can do it all

Taking a page from LG’s wildly popular InstaView™ 
refrigerator, this range lets you check cooking 
progress without opening the door or reaching over 
a hot cooktop to flip a switch. Just knock twice on 
the window to turn on the oven light. Air Fry delivers 
crispy flavor fast with no preheating and makes 
enough to feed a crowd—no need to buy yet another 
gadget that takes up counter space. From zucchini 
fries to hot wings, see what you can do with this 
all-in-one range.

Smart Features

TAP INTO SMART 
FEATURES FOR 
FOOLPROOF RESULTS

Air Fry Setting

CRISPY FLAVOR TO 
FEED A CROWD

Available in: 

Now you can see inside your range 
without ever flipping a switch—simply 

knock twice on the InstaView™ window

Convenience

CHECK ON FOOD 
IN AN INSTANT WITH 
TWO QUICK KNOCKS

PrintProof™ 

Black 
Stainless 

Steel

PrintProof™ 

Stainless 
Steel
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Smart Features

TAP INTO SMART FEATURES FOR FOOLPROOF RESULTS
• Use the ThinQ® app to start the oven, set timers or check on dinner from anywhere 

• Get inspired and expand your menu options using the SideChef, Innit or Tovala 
 apps, then automatically send temperatures and cook times to your oven 

• Go hands-free—select oven features work with Alexa and the Google Assistant

• Proactive Customer Care offers preventative maintenance tips and alerts and 
 expedited repairs, for enhanced satisfaction plus improved product performance

Air Fry Setting

CRISPY FLAVOR TO FEED A CROWD
• Prepare favorite crispy snacks like french fries, hot wings and more with Air Fry, 
 for a guilt-free alternative 

• High temperatures and the convection fan work together to deliver the 
 flavor and crunch you crave without oil 

• Unlike smaller countertop air fryers, Air Fry is built into the large capacity oven, 
 for the flexibility to feed a crowd without sacrificing counter space 

 • No preheating means less time waiting, more time enjoying 

Convenience

CHECK ON FOOD IN AN INSTANT WITH 
TWO QUICK KNOCKS
• The LG InstaView™ design lets you see inside your oven without ever 
 opening the door—simply knock twice on the unique glass window

• No more repeatedly opening the door to check cooking progress or 
 reaching over a hot cooktop to flip a switch 

• Everyone in the family can quickly and safely keep an eye on what’s cooking
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Additional Features

EasyClean®

KEEP YOUR OVEN LOOKING LIKE NEW
• Get a spotless oven in just 10 minutes with the fastest oven-cleaning 
 feature available** 

• Simply spray the interior with water, press the EasyClean® button 
 and let the oven do the work—without chemicals or high heat 

• Use the regular self-clean cycle for the occasional deep clean
 **Among major leading home appliance brands as surveyed in March 2020.
 Heavy build-up may require additional manual effort or use of the full self-clean feature.

10
MINUTES

Style & Design

PRO STYLING, EFFORTLESS SHINE
• Heavy duty metal knobs combine a premium, pro-style look with 
 pinpoint cooktop control 

• PrintProof™ black stainless steel and stainless steel finishes resist fingerprints 
 and smudges to keep your kitchen looking its best

Largest Capacity*

ROOM FOR THE BIGGEST TURKEY AND 
YOUR SIDES
• This 6.3 cu. ft. range has the largest capacity oven in its class* 
 so you can cook for one, or cook for all 

• Whether you’re baking large batches of cookies or a 20-pound turkey and sides 
 for the holidays, the oven can fit all the pots, pans, Dutch ovens and skillets 
 you need to get your cook on

*Based on LG internal survey (October 2018) for 6.3 traditional self-clean gas and electric single ovens,
6.9 gas double ovens and 7.3 electric double ovens.

Performance

TRUE CONVECTION HEATS AND CRISPS EVENLY— 
AND COOKS FASTER, TOO
• Delivers continual, precise heat for even browning and crisping 

• Adds a 700 watt element around a single-speed fan that heats the air to cook 
 more quickly, evenly and efficiently—once you try it, you’ll never go back

Flexibility

5 COOKTOP ELEMENTS SIMPLIFY MEAL PREP 
AND SAVE TIME
• Expand your options with five cooktop elements that let you sauté, simmer, boil 
 and more—all at the same time 

• Versatile dual element and 3-in-1 element adjust to different sized cookware 
 with a turn of the knob—so you’ll always have the right size and power when you 
 need it without having to move pans

FIT 
MORE

FOOD


